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We elaborate upon a recently proposed surface model consisting of a domain wall induced by a twisted
boundary condition in a three-dimensionalN-state Potts model. The model is capable of describing simulta-
neously surface melting and roughening degrees of freedom and their interplay. TheN diff rent spin directions
effectively describe the positional entropy, the location of the wall describes the height fluctuations, and both
aspects coexist in the same system. Their interplay, known to give rise to an additional preroughening transi-
tion of the free-standing surface, is shown here to produce an adsorption phase diagram on an attractive
substrate exhibiting the possibility of reentrant layering. The results provide a consistent scenario closely




































































There is evidence for a variety of phenomena that t
place at the surface of a crystal at high temperature. On
surface melting~SM!, well documented experimentally an
theoretically1,2 to take place when the triple point temper
ture is approached along the solid-vapor coexistence l
SM consists of the appearance at the gas-solid interface o
intervening liquid layer whose thickness grows critically
the triple point is approached. A different class of pheno
ena concerns the behavior with temperature of the so
vapor interface coordinate, the so-called surface height
file h(x,y). Surface roughening~SR! is a transition where
the surface height profile switches from a flat configurat
at low temperatures to a rough and therefore delocalized
figuration at high temperatures.3
Although these two kinds of phenomena SM and SR of
tend to take place on the same crystal face and in sim
temperature regimes, the theoretical equipment historic
developed to describe them is quite different. SM can u
fully be described, for example, by means of a phenome
logical Landau-Ginzburg-type approach,1 or by more micro-
scopic fully three-dimensional mean-field theories,4–6 the
latter being capable of describing the coexistence of so
liquid, and gas at the triple point, and emphasizing precis
the configurational entropy difference of solid and liqu
However, one crucial drawback of the mean-field treatm
of SM is uniformity of order parameters in each layer,4–6
which totally removes the possibility of height fluctuatio
and impedes the study of roughening. On the other hand
and more generally phase transitions in the height profile
crystal surfaces are usually addressed with the help of so
on-solid ~SOS! model Hamiltonians. These are lattice mo
els where the surface is described through a height vari
h(xi j ,yi j ), where xi j ,yi j denote coordinates of two
dimensional~2D! lattice sites. The critical properties of SO
models at the roughening transition are usually studied w
renormalization group techniques, the standard way bein
mapping to a sine-Gordon Hamiltonian.7

























cur in the height profile of SOS models is the preroughen
~PR! transition.8 This is known to occur whenever, in add
tion to nearest-neighbor interactions in the SOS model, th
are extra terms such as longer-range interactions, with a
that prevents the surface from becoming rough at la
length scales, while still allowing for large local height flu
tuations. Under these conditions, small and large scale he
fluctuations may decouple, the former leading to an ord
disorder PR phase transition separately from, and in fact
lower temperature than, SR, which is driven by large sc
height fluctuations. The nature of the surface in the tempe
ture interval between PR and SR is that of a disordered
~DOF! phase, characterized by short-range disorder, bu
long-range flatness, characterized by half-integer coverag
the topmost layer.8–10 PR is predicted to be in general
nonuniversal, continuous transition, although first-order
is expected if the ratio of the transition temperatures is s
ficiently small,TPR /TR,1/4.
9,10
The issue of the possible interplay of surface melting w
roughness phenomena has not been addressed in great
so far, mostly because of the difficulty of constructin
soluble models incorporating and treating simultaneously
the degrees of freedom necessary to account for both
nomena. An exception to this rule is of course provided
molecular dynamics simulations, where all the necessary
gredients are in principle contained in the starting, off-latt
realistic Hamiltonian. Simulations carried out for a Lennar
Jones surface@mimicking Ar~111!# have recently demon
strated the existence of PR,11 but they have also suggested
new scenario for the PR transition in which the crucial ro
in stabilizing the DOF phase is played by the surface melt
entropy of the half-filled top layer,12 instead of just long-
range step-step interactions, as suggested earlier.13 Hence PR
may arise precisely as a result of the interplay between
and SR, that is, between in-plane configurational and he
degrees of freedom.
We have recently shown14 that a surface modeled throug
domain wall in anN-state 3D Potts model will develop
SM-induced PR transition whenN is large enough. Here, th






























































PRB 62 16 147INTERPLAY OF SURFACE PREROUGHENING, . . .role of the configurational entropy of the liquid in a re
system. We also suggested, but without proof, that the
transition in the Potts model could reproduce basically
phenomenology of rare-gas multilayers adsorbed on an
tractive substrate,15–18which is the physical system where a
underlying PR transition has been invoked,19,13,9not without
some controversy.17,9 The SM-induced PR scenario can r
solve the controversy14,12 and explains the experimentall
observed fact that first-order PR of rare-gas solid surfa
may occur rather close in temperature to SR and SM, a p
sibility denied in all previous accounts of the PR transitio
It remains however to be demonstrated that this kind
N-state Potts model actually provides a good description
the layering phenomenology and of the associated laye
phase diagram on a weakly attractive substrate. Building
layering phase diagram for theN-state Potts model is one o
the motivations of the present work. This is done in Sec.
in a mean-field description, while the necessary definitio
and a review of some known results about the three-s
Potts model are provided in the preceding section, Sec
Another important motivation of the present work is to co
nect our description with the more traditional one, where
onset of PR is caused by next-nearest-neighbor interact
in SOS models. This is necessary because our approa
conceptually different. We start with a PR transition that
first order in the mean-field approximation of Sec. III a
then show in Sec. IV that fluctuations can turn it continuo
A simplified description provided in Sec. V then shows th
both approaches coincide in the end, with only the intim
nature of the driving mechanism of PR being different. W
this simplified model we then study the various possi
types of layering phase diagrams that may prove to be
portant in other contexts. In Sec. VI we analyze the fate
PR transitions in cases~as in fact all experimental situations!
where the symmetry between the crystal and vapor phase
ingredient implicit in both SOS and Potts model descriptio
is removed. It is found that lack of this symmetry will re
move continuous PR, transforming it from a sharp transit
to a gradual crossover, but that first-order PR is robust
can generally survive. Section VII contains our final conc
sions.
II. THE N-STATE POTTS MODEL: SURFACE MELTING
FOR NÄ3
The N-state Potts model on a simple cubic lattice in t
presence of a chemical potentialm that couples to all but one
state~the vapor state, chosen to be theNth! can be written as
H52J(
^ i , j &
dsi ,sj1m(i ~12dN,si !, ~1!
where ^ i , j & indicates first-neighbor pairs. The values ofsi
range from 1 toN. For N.2 this Hamiltonian is known to
possess aT-m phase diagram consisting of three bulk pha
that play the role of the solid, liquid, and vapor phases o
pure substance.6 In fact, at low temperatures there are tw
possible phases. Ifm.0 one obtains a~nondegenerate! ‘‘va-
por’’ phase, where most of the spinssi have the valuesi
5N. On the other hand, ifm,0, one obtains a ‘‘solid’’
































ing N21 directions. This phase has degeneracyN21. At
higher temperature a uniform ‘‘liquid’’ phase exists in whic
all N states appear basically with equal probability.
We force twisted boundary conditions along one direct
in 3D space, interchanging states 1 andN ~stateN represents
the vapor, and state 1 is singled out to represent the solid!. In
this nonhomogeneous geometry, the system is forced to h
a domain wall, and that wall is in fact our model of th
crystal surface. This kind of modeling has been us
before,20,6 although just withN52 and N53 within the
mean-field approach only. We reproduce here for con
nience the mean-field approach, following Jayanthi.6
Using expression~1! we write the free energy in the




















Here l is the layer index perpendicular to the interface, ru
ning from minus to plus infinity, andr l
i is the fraction of
sites in the layerl with the value of spin equal toi. We are
interested mainly in the profiles of the differentr i across the
interface. Note that due to the symmetry of this express
all r l
i with i 52, . . . ,N21 will be equal. Boundary condi-
tions will be chosen to interchange the values ofr1 andrN,
thus forcing the existence of a ‘‘solid-vapor’’ interface in th
system. In this way the translational symmetry upon cha
ing l→ l 1n ~with n an integer number! and the symmetry
upon changingl→2 l imply that the solutions for li must be
invariant ~upon interchangingr l
1 and r l
N) under the change
r l→r l 02 l , l 0 being an integer number. The center of sym
metry is then located atl 0/2, and it coincides with a physica
plane if l 0 is even, whereas it falls between two planes ifl 0
is odd. These two different kinds of solutions will be referr
to as even and odd, respectively. The possibility thus ar
that upon changing temperature the interface might sw
between even and odd configurations.
We minimize numerically the free energy~2! with a
Monte Carlo method for different values ofN. We calculate
the profiles across the interface ofr1 andr2,N21[( i 52
N21r i .













The advantage of this definition is that the mean position
the interface defined throughrsym is always~at equilibrium!
at an integer or half-integer value, a property that the phy
cal density does not have. Fromrsym andrphys we then de-
































































sym !1 l̃ , ~6!
where l̃ indicates a reference plane, well at the left of t
interface~so thathphys andhsym are independent ofl̃ ).
We will also refer tor2,N21 as the ‘‘amount of liquid,’’
because as explained for the bulk phase diagram, these s
are mainly occupied in the liquid phase. However, the id
tification is not rigorous. In the solid or gas phase there
also a contribution of states 2 toN21, while in the liquid
phase there are some spins in states 1 andN. However, the
notion is clear, and for largeN the identification is reason
ably precise. The total amount of liquid at the solid-vap






For N53 we regained the results of Jayanthi,6 who found
a liquid layer film wetting critically the solid-vapor interfac
as T approaches the triple point. The divergence ofnl is
logarithmic, as expected for short-range interactions. We
interested mainly here in the first stages of surface melt
where the amount of liquid at the interface is still small.
Fig. 1 we see that in this regime the process is smooth,
interface symmetry being odd at all temperatures. We w
see that the picture is different whenN is increased.
III. FIRST-ORDER PR AND THE LAYERING PHASE
DIAGRAM
There is an alternative to the smooth process of surf
melting described in the previous section, namely layer-
layer melting. To have a simple understanding of the pr
lem let us consider the liquid layer at the solid-vapor int
face in the Potts model as a liquid-vapor interface next t
liquid-solid one. We will characterize these two interfaces
their two mean coordinatesx1 and x2. Not all values ofx1
and x2 are equally likely. The existence of the underlyin
lattice tells us that there will be some periodic contributi
f p to the free energy that we take to be of the formf p5
2A@cos(2px1)1cos(2px2)#. The value ofA will be larger for
FIG. 1. Profiles ofrphys, rsym, andr2,N21 across the interface a
different temperatures, forN53. The symmetry position is indi-














sharper interfaces, and lower for more delocalized ones
addition, the contribution to the free energy from the co
pling betweenx1 and x2 can be appropriately modeled b
two additional terms. The first one is some kind of repulsio
due to conflict between the different types of order, solidli
and vaporlike, inside the thin liquid film. The second is
thermodynamic attraction, due to supercooling of the liqu
film below the bulk triple point temperature. The sum
these two terms can be given the formf 1225B exp@2k(x1
2x2)#1Dm(x12x2), the exponential form of the repulsion be
ing adequate for short-range microscopic interactions. W
Dm.0 there is an absolute minimum forf p1 f 122 at some
finite value ofx[x12x2 By minimizing f p1 f 122 we obtain
that x must minimize the functionf 522A cos(x)1Bexp
(2kx)1xDm. As Dm→0 the valuexmin that minimizes this
expression goes to infinity. As a function ofDm asDm de-
creases,xmin is a continuous function down to someDm0,
corresponding to some typical valuex̃min of xmin . From here
to Dm50, xmin jumps discontinuously from one minimum t
another of the free energy, as the most stable one mo
towardsx→`. Thus in this regime the surface melting o
curs in a layer-by-layer manner. The valuex̃min depends onA
as x̃min;A
21/2. SinceA increases with the sharpness of t
interfaces, and that in turn increases withN in the Potts
model, we can conclude that increasingN reduces the thick-
ness of the liquid film necessary to observe layer-by-la
melting. ForN53 we did not find this phenomenon in th
previous section precisely because the solid-liquid a
liquid-vapor interfaces are in that case too wide.
For N.3 the situation is different. The numerical min
mization of Eq.~2! shows that layer-by-layer melting ca
appear starting from the first layers. Each time a new la
melts, the symmetry position of the interface changes,
there is an alternation of even and odd interfaces when t
perature is increased. This sequence is illustrated in Fig
and 3. The amount of liquidnl is seen to move by steps a
each temperature where the symmetry of the interf
changes. Each of these changes is a first-order transi
where the free energy curves of even and odd solutions to
problem cross each other. The symmetric positionhsym alter-
nates between integer and half-integer values when the t
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but forN58. Note the change in the









































PRB 62 16 149INTERPLAY OF SURFACE PREROUGHENING, . . .sitions occur. The physical positionhphys also has jumps,
however, between values that are not precisely quantized
seen in Fig. 3. In principle an infinite sequence of transitio
occurs on approaching the triple point, at temperaturesTPR
1 ,
TPR
2 , etc., although they become progressively denser
weaker, and we are able to see only the first few.
These mean-field transitions atTPR
1 , TPR
2 , etc. are the
germs of PR transitions, as it will become clear in the n
sections when we present results for the model includ
fluctuations.21 First, it is instructive to consider the nature
the layering phase diagram that is obtained in the ab
mean-field description. Most of the experimental informati
on PR transitions come from layering experiments,15,16
where one starts with some inert substrate and deposits
atoms, gradually growing solid layers on this substrate.
will thus work out the predictions of our model for that sit
ation. We introduce a substrate potential that is an interac
of the substrate with the adsorbed material, by adding to






F S m2 g
l 3
D r li G . ~8!
The chemical potential has been reintroduced, and nowl will
be restricted to bel>1. The l 23 term represents a van de
Waals attraction by the substrate. For a perfectly flat so
surface this term predicts that the position of the interfacel 0
is given byl 0;(g/m)
1/3.
In the presence of the substrate potential different aver
positions of the interface are not equivalent, and we w
present the numerical result for them-T mean-field phase
diagram of this problem. This is shown in Fig. 4 for th
particular caseN58 andg50.2. The vertical axis is given
as (g/m)1/3. In this scale the effect of the substrate poten
is to produce jumps in the coverage of the film at eve
spaced intervals whenm→0. The profiles forrphys, rsym,
andr2,N21 in the different sectors are shown in Fig. 5. W
see that below temperatureTPR
1 , the jumps occur roughly
between odd configurations of the interface~though distorted
by the presence of the substrate!. For TPR
1 ,T,TPR
2 jumps
occur between even interfaces. This alternation repeats
increasing temperature. Odd and even interfaces are s
rated by zig-zag lines~‘‘zippers’’ 9! of first-order transitions.
FIG. 3. Symmetrical and physical (hsym andhphys) positions of
the interface~corresponding to the profiles of Fig. 2!, and amount of

















For m→0 the position of the zippers converge to the positi
of the first-order transitions of the free-standing filmTPR
1 ,
TPR
2 , etc. Notice from Fig. 4 that if the substrate potential
too strong, it destroys the transitions, and the zipper
opened up, or ‘‘unzipped’’ from below, where the substra
potential is strongest. In this region, the first-order transit
lines end in critical points, very much as is found experime
tally for Ar~111! onto graphite, where this phase diagra
was analyzed in detail.15–18
The mean-field PR transitionsTPR
i become progressively
weaker as the indexi increases, and that is why fluctuation
~in particular, roughening! will be seen to destroy the major
ity ~or even all! of them, in the next section. In Ar~111!, only
one PR transition appears. However, possible experime
cases with two or more PR transitions cannot be discar
a priori.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE FREE-
STANDING INTERFACE
The original description of the PR transition characteriz
it as a continuous, nonuniversal phase transition.8 Later, it
was recognized that this transition can transform to a fi
order one under certain circumstances. In this work we
FIG. 4. The mean-field layering phase diagram, forN58 and
g50.2. Form→0 the zippers converge to the first-order transitio
of the free-standing film~indicated by the arrows!.
FIG. 5. Configuration of the interface at the points marked







































































16 150 PRB 62E. A. JAGLA AND E. TOSATTIdescribing a path to PR that is opposite, in some sense, to
historical one. In the previous section we saw how a me
field treatment of the Potts model predicts a sequence of
transitions that are always first order. Later it will turn o
that the inclusion of fluctuations can modify the nature
this sequence, leaving only a single transition~ r even none!
observable. Moreover, that single transition can even bec
continuous.
In fact, we know that liquid surfaces are always roug
due to capillary fluctuations. At high temperature and due
SM, the liquid layer at the solid-vapor interface thickens, a
the free energy cost for creating steps~roughness excitations!
decreases rapidly.22 This produces a roughening transitio
when the thickness of the liquid layer is still finite and rath
small, cutting off the mean-field infinite sequence of tran
tions, and leaving only a small number of them. In expe
ments, and also in the simulations to be shown later in
section, only one PR transition is observed, indicating tha
interface coated with more than a single monolayer of liq
will often ~but not necessarily always! possess an excitatio
energy that is too small to allow the surface to remain fla
The Hamiltonian~1! has all the necessary ingredients
obtain all these results, and we have presented Monte C
simulations of this model elsewhere.14 It turns out, however,
that the number of Potts states necessary to obtain P
rather large (N*50). For smallerN the fluctuations are so
strong that the interface roughens even before the first
transition takes place. This critical value ofN implies an
entropy of melting (;4kB) that is much larger than tha
expected in real systems~roughly 1.7kB for rare-gas solids!.
We then found that inclusion in the model of an addition
next-nearest-neighbor interaction~i.e., a genuine paralle
step-step repulsion, as in Ref. 13! strongly contributes to
stabilize the flat phase. The parallel step repulsion act
shift the roughening transition to higher temperatures, t
allowing the PR transition, which is unaffected as it involv
proliferation of antiparallel steps, to appear at much low
and more reasonable values ofN. To describe that physics
we add to Hamiltonian~1! the contribution
DH5(
[ i , j ]
J3
si ,sj~12dsi ,sj !, ~9!
where@ i , j # indicates third-neighbor pairs in the underlyin
simple cubic lattice. This interaction penalizes third neig
bors in different spin states. Just by counting the energy
this term adds to different configurations of the surface
can be seen that in fact it generates a local repulsion
parallel steps on the surface, which acts to stabilize
phases. The energy parameterJ3
si ,sj will be taken to depend
on the values of the spinssi andsj in the following way:
J3
si ,sj5J3 if si51 or N, and sj51 or N
J3
si ,sj5J3/2 otherwise, ~10!
i.e., the strength of the interaction is halved if at least one
the spins is in a ‘‘liquid’’ configuration. This choice is mad




























pared to the caseJ350. Notice also that it still preserves th
symmetry of the Hamiltonian upon interchanging states
andN.
We now present results obtained from a Monte Ca
study of this full model for the case of a free-standing s
face. In Fig. 6 we see results for the amount of liquidnl and
the symmetrical position of the interface forN525. Since in
the case of a free-standing interfacehsym is defined up to the
addition of an integer number, we defineC[cos(2phsym),
which should take~in the thermodynamic limit! the values
11 and21 in the flat and DOF phases~wherehsym is re-
spectively integer and half integer! and 0 in the rough phase
since therehsym takes any real value with equal probabilit
andC averages to zero. This is the variable that most clea
distinguishes whether the surface is in a flat, in a DOF, o
a rough phase. Only one PR transition is observed, the e
lution for T.TPR is smooth up to bulk melting, with a liquid
film thickness that diverges logarithmically when the trip
point is approached. Notice thatC vanishes below the tem
perature wherenl diverges, i.e., there is roughening of th
liquid-coated solid-vapor interface when the liquid thickne
is still finite. We find that in the present case PR is first ord
and the mean-field description of the previous section
qualitatively correct. In particular, we know that the syste
will have a layering phase diagram with only one zipper, a
this coincides with the experimental situation in Ar~111!. In
Fig. 7 we show three snapshots of cuts across the interf
slightly below PR, slightly above PR, and slightly belo
bulk melting. The first two pictures show clearly the chan
of the symmetry position of the interface, denoting chan
from a flat to a DOF surface phase across the PR transit
The third picture shows a piece of a rough solid-vapor int
face, coated with a liquid film about three layers thick.
Simulations withN510 show the same overall behavio
except that in this case PR is continuous. In fact we se
Fig. 8 results of simulations in systems of different late
sizesL, around the temperature whereC changes sign. Here
nl has a smooth behavior, which is an indication of a co
tinuous transition. The strongest evidence for continuous
however, comes from the size dependence of the inter
FIG. 6. Results of the numerical simulations for the compl
Hamiltonian, in a system of size 40340316, with N525. From
the behavior ofC[cos(2phsym) we identify the PR and roughenin
transition temperaturesTPR andTR . The bulk melting temperature
TM is signaled by the divergence of the amount of liquid at t
interfacenl . The jump of this quantity atTPR indicates that in this























































PRB 62 16 151INTERPLAY OF SURFACE PREROUGHENING, . . .thicknessW2. From the mean~physical! position of the in-









The interface widthW2 is infinite in rough phases in th
thermodynamic limit. For finite systems it increases logari
mically with system size. The results in Fig. 8 are consist
with a logarithmic increase ofW2 exactly at the PR tempera
ture, whereas a saturation for large sizes at temperature
above and below PR is visible. This is a strong signature
a continuous PR transition. Following divergence at PR,W2
returns finite in the DOF phase, to diverge again and
good when the roughening temperature is approached.
The possibility of continuous PR in our model makes co
tact with standard descriptions of this transition. We sh
explore this connection in the next section.
V. A SIMPLIFIED DESCRIPTION
In this section we elaborate on a simple description of
in the Potts model that in our view neatly connects with
FIG. 7. Snapshots across the interface at three different temp
tures (N525). Circles represent spins in states 1~filled! and N
~hollow!. Dots represent spins in states 2 toN21 ~i.e., liquid
states!. Note the change in the symmetry plane of the interfa
~indicated by the arrows! between flat and DOF phases.
FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but forN510, for different lateral sizes
L, as indicated. The PR transition is now continuous, as it can
seen for instance from the continuity ofnl and the logarithmic









original description of the transition, thus emphasizing t
underlying physical equivalence of PR driven by ne
nearest-neighbor interactions~as in SOS models! or driven
by onset of surface melting. At the end, our simple mo
will prove to be useful also to study some other possibiliti
such as the possible existence of a first-order roughen
transition in some systems.
The Potts model provides a realization of a system
which the intercell, ‘‘height’’ degrees of freedom~those re-
sponsible for roughening in SOS models! conspire with the
intracell, ‘‘free volume’’ degrees of freedom~those generat-
ing a liquid layer in lattice theories of SM!, to give rise to a
PR transition. With a view to understand further this inte
play, we will construct a model that minimally describes th
situation. With this aim, we note that from the two first sna
shots shown in Fig. 7, it is clear that close to the PR te
perature, the amount of fluid at the interface is still ve
small. This is a guarantee that a reasonably good qualita
description in this temperature range can be provided b
model that allows at most one atomic layer between so
and gas to be occupied by liquid states, and that consi
the vapor and solid phases as ideal~i.e., all spins in statesN
and 1, respectively!. In our simplified description, we will
define a configuration of the interface by providing~for each
lateral coordinate! the position of the topmost atom of th
solid ~an integer number! and also distinguish whether ther
is or there is not a particle in a liquid configuration at t
interface. A convenient way of doing that is to use integ
numbers to define the position of the solid-vapor interfa
when there is no liquid in between, and use half-integer nu
bers to describe those configurations in which there i
monolayer of liquid. In this way, integer numbers repres
‘‘dry’’ spots at the surface, and half-integer numbers rep
sent ‘‘wet’’ spots. Liquid layers of more than one laye
thickness are disregarded and also the existence of liq
bubbles within solid and vapor phases.
To completely define this simplified model we must fu
ther specify the energy of each possible configuration. W
the same aim used in defining ‘‘restricted’’ SOS models,
will allow only configurations of the surface that differ a
most by one height unit between nearest-neighbor positio
Within this restriction we have then the possibility of havin
dry-dry, wet-wet, and dry-wet steps at the surface. They
illustrated in Fig. 9. The energies of these steps will be
noted, respectively, as«dd , «ww , and«dw . The absolute free
energies of microscopic dry and wet interfaces will not ge
erally be the same. We saw that in the Potts model there i
effective change in stability when these free energies cr
ra-
e
FIG. 9. Typical configuration of the interface within the simp
fied model of Sec. V in the flat and DOF phases. No excitatio























































16 152 PRB 62E. A. JAGLA AND E. TOSATTIeach other. In our minimal model we will take this differen
D f to be an external parameter, and investigate the ph
diagram in the planeD f -T. Different physical possibilities
will correspond to different choices of theD f (T) function.
The analysis of the phase behavior of this model beco
more transparent if we write its Hamiltonian in the followin
way,
H5(










here it is formally assumed thath can be any real number
but we will takey4→1`, thus forcing the heighthi to take
only integer or half-integer values. In addition,g(hi ,hj )
takes the value«dw if uhi2hj u51/2, and«dd («ww) if uhi
2hj u51 andhi ,hj are integer~half-integer! numbers. Hav-
ing written the Hamiltonian in this way, we can benefit fro
previous studies of the PR problem, in which a Hamilton
very much like the previous one has been studied.
Analyzing in first place the case«dd5«ww[«, it is
known from previous studies7,9 that as soon asD f Þ0, the
minima that are higher in energy~integer or half-integerh for
D f lower or greater than 0! are irrelevant in a renormaliza
tion sense. The system has a roughening transition at s
temperature that is not universal and depends onD f . Below
that temperature the surface is flat. It is pinned to an inte
h value if D f ,0, and to a half-integer value ifD f .0. Only
whenD f 50 both minima contribute to the critical behavio
of the system. In this case, if«dw is smaller than«dd , the
roughening temperature will be substantially smaller~p o-
portional to«dw) than in the caseD f Þ0. The phase diagram
is then qualitatively as depicted in Fig. 10~a!. The line from
T50 up to T5T* at D f 50 represents then a situation
which the surface is flat, and pinned with equal probability
an integer or half-integer height. If this line is crossed ve
cally, it represents a first-order PR transition. On the ot
hand, the dashed line betweenT5T* andT5T** is a sin-
gular prolongation of the rough phase into the flat phas
When this line is crossed by a physicalD f (T) line it pro-
FIG. 10. The possible topologies of the phase diagram for
model described by Eq.~12! and Fig. 9. Continuous~dashed! lines








duces a continuous PR transition, which is no more th
‘‘roughening at a single temperature,’’ as it is sometim
defined.
Still keeping«dd5«ww , if «dw is increased,T* moves to
higher temperatures, and it can even penetrate in the ro
phase, as indicated in Fig. 10~b!. In this situation the first-
order line ends within the rough phase in an Ising critic
point. The first-order transition within the rough sector
between two rough phases that are still characterized b
majority of integer or half-integer values of the heights.
We turn now to a case~expected to be more realistic!
where the step energy of the wet surface is smaller than
of the dry surface, namely«dd.«ww . For the case«dw
,«ww the modification of the phase diagram is only quan
tative, caused by the fact that the symmetry upon chang
the sign ofD f is now no longer present. Then the pha
diagram of Fig. 10~a! is expected to be modified as depicte
in Fig. 10~c!. The limiting roughening temperatures forD f
→1` and D f→2` are now different, being proportiona
to «ww and «dd , respectively. If we increase at this poin
«dw , a new possibility appears which is indicated in F
10~d!. A first-order roughening transition is possible in th
case. For this transition to occur«dw has to be sufficiently
large, at least larger than«ww . Although this is rather un-
physical for the surface melting model we are studying,
possibility of a first-order roughening transition is an inte
esting by-product of our analysis, that could prove to
useful in other circumstances.
VI. ROBUSTNESS OF CONTINUOUS AND FIRST-ORDER
PR TRANSITIONS
We will analyze now an important issue that is related
the possibility of realization of PR in real experimental sit
ations. Most of the theoretical descriptions of PR given so
in the literature rely implicitly on the assumption of a sym
metry between the solid and gas phase. This kind of parti
hole symmetry, which may be a good approximation in so
temperature range for real systems, is of course far fr
exact, but its effect on the PR transition is nonetheless c
cial. In this section we analyze this aspect in detail.
We already saw in the models described earlier that
surfaces can be characterized as even and odd~namely, with
a symmetry plane located at an integer or half-integer va
of the z coordinate! because of the combination of the tw
symmetriesh→h1n ~with n an integer number! and h→
2h of our description. The latter reflects precisely the a
sumed symmetry between solid and vapor phases. The
of this symmetry allows the surface to be located at a
position, and as we will presently show, it destroys the c
tinuous PR transition.
Prasad and Weichman9 previously derived a phase dia
gram like that of Fig. 10~a! when analyzing the PR problem
with renormalization techniques. They considered a Ham
tonian of the same form as Eq.~12!, with g(hi ,hj )5K8(hi
2hj )
2. Near criticality, they write the Hamiltonian as
H5K(
















































































PRB 62 16 153INTERPLAY OF SURFACE PREROUGHENING, . . .wherehi takes any real value, the renormalized parame
yR anduR are small, andK is the renormalized stiffness.
For a general HamiltonianK(^ i , j &(hi2hj )
21 f (h), if f is
an infinitesimal periodical function ofh, with periodl, the
roughening temperatureTr is given byTr52pl
2/K. Then
for the Hamiltonian ~13!, Tr52p/K if yRÞ0, and Tr
5p/2K if yR50, since precisely at this point~and only at
this point! the period of the pinning potential is halved. Th
singularity of the dependence ofTr on yR explains the sin-
gular line fromT5T* to T5T** at D f 50 in Fig. 10~a!, at
which the system is rough. A term in the potential th
breaks theh→2h symmetry of the Hamiltonian can be ex
panded in Fourier series of sin(2pnh). The first harmonic
;yS sin(2ph) is the only one relevant to our consideration
with yS considered to be small with respect touR . In pres-
ence of this term the periodicityl of the potential is always
1, even in the caseyR50, and the roughening temperature
always 2p/K. But still, at yR50, some physical signatur
must remain of the transition atT5p/2K. In fact, the first-
order transition of Fig. 10~a! cannot be destroyed by an in
finitesimalyS . The potential foryR50 is plotted in Fig. 11.
For T,p/2K the surface is trapped in one of the minima
the potential, all minima being equivalent. ForT*p/2K, the
potential is able to localize the surface only within two wel
precisely those separated by the minimum energy barrie
Fig. 11. The position of the interface is atn13/4 for the
situation depicted there~corresponding toyS.0), and would
be atn11/4 if yS was negative. Only atT52p/K fluctua-
tions are strong enough to delocalize completely the surf
So we end up with the following situation. The continuo
PR line fromT5T* to T5T** in Fig. 10~a! is smeared out
to a noncritical crossover by terms in the Hamiltonian th
break the solid-vapor symmetry. The first-order line fromT
50 to T5T* remains, and the tricritical point atT5T*
transforms to an Ising end point. Flat and DOF phases do
represent any more strictly integer and half-integer cove
surfaces. The coverage instead passes smoothly~if T.T* )
from integer to half-integer values, and atD f 50 takes the
value n11/4 or n13/4 depending on the sign of th
symmetry-breaking terms. ForT,T* the jump in the cover-
age of the surface when crossing the first-order line is fin
and vanishes like the magnetization of a 2D Ising mo
whenT→T* .
The analysis of the present section does not invalidate
description of Sec. III, since in fact the experimental e
dence indicates that the switch between flat and DOF
FIG. 11. The free energy of Eq.~13! with yR50, in the pres-














faces is first order.15 The existence of terms breaking th
solid-vapor symmetry in a real situation tells us than a
potentiallycontinuousPR should be experimentally search
in the form of a crossover and not as a sharp transition.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A domain wall in the 3DN-state lattice Potts model pro
vides a very instructive model for studying the interplay
surface melting, roughening, and preroughening~PR!. We
have shown that in this model PR can be driven by the
ditional entropy gained by the system through the appe
ance of an incipient liquid layer at the interface. In this wa
next-nearest-neighbor height-height interactions are
longer the single ingredient leading to a PR transition,
though we find that they cannot be ignored altogether. T
PR transition can be continuous or first order, depending
parameters, no matter how close the roughening tempera
could be. Our first-order PR transition coupled to surfa
melting has all the characteristics to explain qualitatively
observed phenomenology of multilayers of rare gases
well as the microscopic grand canonical Monte Carlo sim
lation results. In particular we showed that the layering ph
diagram, with its characteristic ‘‘zipper,’’ obtained in ou
model is qualitatively similar to the one obtained in expe
ments.
We also discussed the connection with previous accou
of PR, showing that the thermodynamics of our surfa
melting-induced PR is equivalent to that of nearest-neighb
interaction induced PR. We also analyzed other possibili
for the phase diagram of the system when parameters
changed, showing in particular that in certain cases a fi
order roughening transition can take place. Also, the lack
the solid-vapor symmetry was shown to destroy a continu
PR transition, transforming the tricritical end point of firs
order PR transitions to an Ising end point. This suggests
continuous PR transitions should be hard~if not impossible!
to find in real experiments in surface physics. Surfa
melting-induced first-order preroughening should instead
the rule. It can be expected to precede roughening in surfa
where the latter occurs sufficiently close to the melting po
so that surface melting is already incipient. This disfavo
those metal surfaces where roughening takes place wel
low melting.
A second necessary practical ingredient for the obse
tion of PR is an efficient surface kinetics. In order to reali
PR, sharp coverage changes must be readily actuated, e
via exchange with the vapor, as in the case of rare-gas so
or via surface diffusion, as it should be expected for met
and semiconductors. Surface diffusion will, once again,
all the more significant the higher the temperature, and t
the closer the melting point.
A final and more speculative point worth mentionin
even if its treatment would go beyond the present theoret
modeling, is that roughening of the solid surface is not rea
necessary in order to have surface melting-induced fi
order PR. There are metal surfaces such as Pb~100! ~Refs. 23
and 24! or Au~100! ~Refs. 25 and 26!, or semiconductor
surfaces such as Ge~111!,27–29 where incomplete surface
melting is well documented, and which do not apparen






















16 154 PRB 62E. A. JAGLA AND E. TOSATTIthese surfaces, in particular Ge~111!, from the dry state to the
incompletely wet states has the characteristics expected
surface melting-induced first-order preroughening. It will
interesting to pursue further experimentally these surf
transitions, with a view to ascertain if they are accompan
by a coverage jump—the hallmark of PR.
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